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ELEGANT RESORTS LAUNCH NEW JOURNEYS+EXPERIENCES 

BROCHURE 
 

Featuring new private itineraries, escorted tours and expeditions, for adventures-of-a-lifetime around 
the world. 

 
 
Leading Luxury Tour Operator Elegant Resorts reveals the third and final part of its trilogy of brochures for 
2019 – Journeys + Experiences – a portfolio of expertly curated holidays for clients who seek new and 
unforgettable journeys. Through this new brochure, Elegant Resorts is launching a range of private and 
escorted tours including an around the world trip in fifty days.  
 
To help clients enhance their journey, the specialist team at Elegant Resorts has highlighted personal 
recommendations; an ‘Authentic Experience’, which showcases the very best a destination has to offer, and 
‘Through A Local Lens’, which brings clients the opportunity to immerse themselves in the local culture and 
community.   
 
Managing Director Lisa Fitzell commented: “I’m so excited about the launch of our new brochure, Journeys + 
Experiences. As a business, we’ve listened to our clients and their increasing desire for more inspirational and 
thrilling travel options. It was this insight that drove us to create our new and exciting brochure, packed full 
of worldwide itineraries and expeditions. For the very first time, we’re also giving clients the option to join an 
escorted group tour via our new partnership with National Geographic, as well as other specialists. There is 
something special for every traveller, and we hope that this brochure will inspire, excite and get people to 
dream about new places to visit in style.”  
 
The full range of tours, journeys and experiences featured in the brochure include: 
 
Around the World Trip - NEW 
An incredible 50 Days Around the World tour has been designed by the team at Elegant Resorts, to create 
the ultimate adventure. The itinerary starts with Singapore Slings at Raffles in Singapore, before continuing 
on board The Eastern and Oriental Express to Bangkok. Next, visit Luang Prabang in Laos, spend 16 days in 
Australia visiting Melbourne, Ayers Rock, Sydney, The Great Barrier Reef and more, before heading to Fiji, 
then the Western coast of the United States before finishing in New York – Definitely one for the bucket list!  
 
Escorted Tours – NEW 
Elegant Resorts is launching a selection of small group escorted tours, led by National Geographic.  They 
have created a range of individually designed trips that are accompanied by world-leading experts in their 
field - from traversing Utah’s canyons with a geologist, to discovering the delights of Japan with a noted 
travel writer. Other escorted tours include a trip to India to see snow leopards, and an outback air safari in 
Australia.  
 
Private Tours  
Forty itineraries have been carefully created by the team at Elegant Resorts, offering unmatched experiences 
for every traveller seeking to see the best of their chosen destination. Highlights include Hidden Jems of Japan, 
Luxury Botswana and Yellowstone Adventure.  

 
Expeditions 
For once-in-a-lifetime challenges, Elegant Resorts has partnered with Dr Raj Joshi and his trusted team, - 
who are the best guides around. They will lead a number of expeditions including a climb up Mount 



 
Kilimanjaro, a hike to Mount Everest Base Camp and a trip to discover Japan’s culinary traditions, all packaged 
with the Elegant touch.  
 
Cruises and Railway Journeys 
Journeys + Experiences includes a range of worldwide cruise expeditions and railway journeys, which offer a 
great variety of experiences from wildlife encounters and cultural visits, to seeing some of the planet’s most 
incredible landscapes. The portfolio includes luxury cruises, as well as thrilling expeditions by boat and rail. 
Highlights include Arctic Islands; Svalbard, Greenland and Iceland, Russia by Luxury Rail and Galapagos 
Inner Route. 
 

   
 

Sample itineraries: 
 
Escorted Tours 
 
Authentic Botswana [p104-105] – A 10-night experience, created to coincide with the arrival of the 
spectacular zebra migration in the Nxai Pans National Park. Luxurious rustic dome tents move with you 
across four distinct regions, promising eye-opening wildlife encounters aplenty. 
 

Russia by Luxury Rail [p150-151] – 15 nights between Vladivostok and Moscow on the iconic Trans-Siberian 
Railway, travelling through Russia’s most remote and stunning landscapes. The Golden Eagle train is not only 
luxurious but also offers first class service and enriching activities such as language lessons and lectures.  
 
Private Tours 
 
Hidden Gems of Japan [p52-53] – A 13-day trip showcasing the diversity of the country, from bathing in 
natural hot springs and wine-tasting in the Japanese Alps, to exploring the enchanting Ise-Shima National 
Park and Ago Bay.   
 
Yellowstone Adventure [p158-159] – 11 nights in the Rocky Mountains with activities such as white-water 
rafting, star gazing, an authentic cowboy experience and meeting a horse whisperer.  
 
Expeditions and Expedition Cruises 
 
Base Camp Adventure [p15] – Spend 17 nights experiencing the Himalayas, on a high-end camping 
itinerary, which offers an insight into the culture of the local Sherpa people, as well as jaw-dropping views.  
 
Arctic Islands; Svalbard, Greenland and Iceland [p200 – 201] – 15 nights sailing on board the cutting-edge 
Scenic Eclipse to see a range of wildlife, from Polar Bears to Whales and Arctic Foxes. Experience the world’s 
largest national park in Northeast Greenland and visit remote Inuit communities accompanied by a 
passionate local guide. The ship also offers great facilities including a Senses Spa and yoga classes.  
 
Galapagos Inner Route [p192-193] – Experience 10 nights amongst dramatic, diverse landscapes and a 
wealth of wildlife on board the cutting-edge Celebrity Flora with naturalist guides. The trip includes trekking, 
kayaking and snorkelling, allowing you to get up close and personal with native tortoise, iguanas, penguins 
and more.  
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Images can be accessed and downloaded here  
 

 

For further information on Elegant Resorts, please contact Charlotte Wilmots at Charlotte’s Web PR.  
 

Telephone: 07867785091 
Email: charlotte@charlotteswebpr.co.uk 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8dzvnemq05vnn5o/AACmuVYD_kH3w2f9f2HjOUNwa?dl=0
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